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Cognizant Softvision Honored with Two Prestigious Awards

Outsourcing Today Selects Cognizant Softvision as “Most Transformed Workplace” & for “Digital Transformation
Initiative of the Year”

Cognizant Softvision has recently been named the winner of two prestigious awards by Outsourcing Today, a
Romanian business platform and publication. 

Cognizant Softvision won the “Most Transformed Workplace” and “Digital Transformation Initiative of the Year”
awards, based on carefully researched criteria judged by a panel of top names in business. 

The Most Transformed Workplace award recognizes “innovation in delivering the best essentials of a
workplace, functionality and excellence, either on-site premises or remote.” Cognizant Softvision was chosen for
our human-centric, hybrid approach to work– the Studio eXPerience. Built on optionality, flexibility and mobility,
the Studio eXPerience enables our talent to work from one of our five hubs in Romania, from home, or from
wherever they feel comfortable. This initiative, which began in 2021, encourages and empowers our colleagues
to co-create their own experiences, while facilitating engagements that matter.

The Digital Transformation Initiative of the Year award recognizes drastic improvements in a company’s
operational performance through its innovative use of digital technologies. We were honored with this award for
our StudioGo app that supports our Studio eXperience approach to work. The innovative app enables our talent
to schedule access to studio space that best fits their work needs, while supporting the social component of
their professional lives.

Mihai Constandis, Head of Romania Studios, expressed his thoughts about being honored with these two
distinguished awards. 

“This is indeed very rewarding and energizing as it is a clear recognition of our vision, implementation and
digital support for our very relevant concept and understanding of the future of work. It is yet another
important milestone in our ambitious journey in Romania and being the place to be for every digital enthusiast,”
said Mihai.

Outsourcing Today aims to help organizations, advisors, and service providers find and share relevant business
information and trends in the outsourcing industry. For eight years, Outsourcing Today and The Diplomat-
Bucharest have organized the Romanian Business Services Forum & Awards, honoring “the success of the most
prominent companies, projects and individuals acting in the business shared services field in Romania.” 

On May 26th, 2022, the awards recipients were recognized at The Romanian Business Services Forum & Awards
Gala, an elite event that has established itself as a must-attend in the Romanian awards gala circuit. To learn
more about the Romanian Business Services Forum & Awards, click here.
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